
Happy Bloomsday   
 
When we check in at the hotel in the morning, I ask the receptionist to point out the 
James Joyce Center on the map. He answers with a question. Do I know Gabriel and 
Gretta Conroy? Because we are in Gresham, the hotel from 'The Dead', a famous 
story from 'Dubliners'. Before we know it, we tell each other the story of the 
Christmas party with the ladies Morkan. That feast ends with the blazing passion of 
Gabriel who discourages the sad remembrance of his wife to the childhood friend who 
died for her. The eternal imperfection of love. Here in the Gresham. This is Dublin in 
the run-up to Bloomsday. One time I wanted to experience this party around Ulysses. 
I have read only a few fragments of this boundless novel. But 'Dubliners' and 'A 
portrait of the artist as a young man'. Joyful structures and sentences are as imposing 
as intriguing. Once, once I have to restrain Joyce. The first afternoon we plunge into 
Joyces Dublin: his Center as a museum and information source, his sculptures in St. 
Stephen's Green and Earlstreet North, the untouched Sweny pharmacy where Le-
opold Bloom bought the famous lemon soap to wash in the Turkish bath . In this 
neighborhood, Oscar Wilde was also, between the house where he was born, the 
house where he was a child and his colorful half sad image on Merrion Square. Back 
to the hotel, we walk through a shopping street where two singers sing Leonard 
Cohen the loudest.   
 
And then Bloomsday still has to start.   
 
The Museum of Irish Writers is opposite the pensive Garden of Remembrance for all 
Irish men and women who died for Irish freedom. The beautiful Georgian house 
carries the proud Unesco plaque: Dublin City of Literature. That's exactly how it is. In 
the beautiful museum the history of Irish literature unfolds with its grandstand full of 
giants. The younger generations are represented on portraits in hall, corridors and a 
beautiful showroom upstairs. I am staring at the delectable, fascinating Edna O'Brien, 
who sometimes touches the English-Irish ambivalence like no other. The literature 
later runs with us through the streets of Dublin. There is the Finn Hotel where Joyce 
met Nora. Oliver Goldsmith stands there before Trinity. He watches over the Old 
Library with the treasure room of 'The Book of Kells'. A commemorative plaque on 
the campus points to the Beckett apartment. A little further away is his beautiful 
swan-neck bridge.   
 
And then Bloomsday still has to start. 
 
Jonathan Swift is buried in St. Patrick's Cathedral. The dean of the church who wrote 
'Gullivers’Travels’attracts a lot of attention, his exhibition and his death mask. 
Gradually we will explore the literary cafes. It is the cafes where the great poets, 
novelists, playwrights drank their glass or made infamous drinking parties. The Palace 
Bar in the current Temple Bar festival area is the prelude to the big three in Duke 
Street. These are: The Duke, still in Victorian style, where literary pubs start, The 
Bailey where you have breakfast at Bloomsday Joycean with kidneys and Davy 
Byrnes, the Joycean Mecca. Here Leopold Bloom ate his sandwich with gorgonzola 
and drank his glass of red Burgundy. In The Bailey we already get the Bloomsday 
straw hat on our heads.   
 
And then Bloomsday still has to start. 



Sixteenth of June 2018 commemorates, as every year, sixteenth of June 1904. On that 
day, the story of Leopold Bloom is woven into the wanderings of the mythical 
Odysseus. Sixteenth of June Dublin celebrates the novel 'Ulysses' and his writer 
James Joyce. Bloomsday begins. People walk to their destinations: the James Joyce 
breakfast, a lecture, the museum, a bus tour, a walk. Many wear straw hats. Others are 
dressed in Victorian / Edwardian clothing or what goes on for it. Old-fashioned tailor-
made suits run along long skirts and tight bodices with hats like wagonwheels stuffed 
with colorful artificial flowers. They call each other. 'Happy Bloomsday'. We have 
opted for a walk that leads past locations from the novel and from Joyce's life. Our 
guide is a sort of Mister Pickwick, perky, diligent and firm. I am not a specialist, he 
says and intuitively he tells scenes from novel and life to the deepest lying finesses. 
His wit is balancing between Wilde and Shaw. His smile is overwhelming. The guide 
leaves us with Davy Byrnes in the crowd Joycecelbraters before and in the cafe. 
Everyone eats Joyce's lunch and after that it is drinking and singing. A nice lady 
pinches us at the nicest place in the café, between the singers. We are just in the heart 
of the party. 
All sings here. Everyone sings here. There are arias from operas and folk songs but 
the most stirring of all: the Dubliners sing their poets. They sing Thomas Moore, 
Patrick Kavanagh, Brendan Behan and of course William Butler Yeats. In between, 
they declaim their poems. Also from Oscar Wilde. A young living poet reads or raps 
his poem as a new star. The mood is breathtaking. Blades full of Guinness and wine 
pass by. Speaking between singing and drinking. About Joyce. The question is 
whether Joyce has or has not loved Nora Barnacle. That is more than a private issue 
for Joyce readers. Together with a man who has read Ulysses several times, I come to 
the conclusion that Joyce is a more pronounced national symbol than a royal family. 
He practices me in the correct statement: Ulysses with the emphasis on the y.  The 
party ends when Guinness and wine have done their job. The Dubliners are in tears 
about their Dublin, about The last rose of summer, about their Danny boy. I'll be back 
when I've read Ulysses from Buck Mulligan in the stairwell to the last exclamation of 
Molly Blooms monologue. A promise is a promise.   
 
Then Bloomsday may start again. 


